Just A Hint Clint
Just A Hint - Clint-Lori Foster 2010-06-01 Some Days, It Doesn't Pay To Get Out Of Bed That's what crosses Clint Evans's mind the minute he takes on the four thugs holding heiress Julie Rose hostage. It isn't the danger that has Clint in a lather, but Julie herself. The pretty, petite schoolteacher he's been hired to return to her wealthy fiancé is no fainting trust-fund baby. She's more of a hellcat, one who won't be deterred when she sets her sights on
something. And her sights are set on Clint. The one rule Clint never breaks is this--don't get involved with the client. He can look, but he definitely cannot touch--even if it's driving him crazy. Keeping Julie safe until he can figure out who's behind her kidnapping means never letting her out of his sight. And the closer he sticks to the feisty, seductive woman who makes him feel alive...the harder it gets for him to ever consider letting her go... "Foster
writes smart, sexy, engaging characters."--Christine Feehan "A Lori Foster book is like a glass of good champagne--sexy and sparkling."--Jayne Ann Krentz
Just a Hint-Clint-L. Foster 2004-10-01
Romance Fiction-Kristin Ramsdell 2012 Presents a comprehensive guide for librarians and readers' advisors, provides a brief history of the romance novel, and offers reading lists and subgenre definitions.
Murphy's Law-Lori Foster 2006-09-01 From the New York Times bestselling author of Jude’s Law. “Lori Foster is a funny, steamy, guaranteed good read!”—Elizabeth Lowell Anything that can go wrong . . . Nothing is going to go wrong. Ashley Miles has worked too hard for her independence to let some Bentley-driving hunk named Quinton Murphy interfere with her plans—or her freedom. Yes, the chemistry is phenomenal. Kind of scary, actually. But
that’s it. NO emotional commitments. . . . will But he’s SO wonderful—a woman could fall in love . . . How did that happen? That wasn’t part of the plan! But can she trust him? Really trust him? The man is just so mysterious. There’s only one solution: put it all on the line and see what Quinton does when she tells him how she feels. And hope everything that can go wrong . . . won’t . . . Praise for Lori Foster “Foster writes smart, sexy, engaging
characters.”—Christine Feehan “A Lori Foster book is like a glass of good champagne—sexy and sparkling!”—Jayne Ann Krentz “Lori Foster writes about real people you’ll fall in love with.”—Stella Cameron “When it comes to delivering sexy and sensual romance, author Lori Foster is in a class by herself.”—RT Book Reviews
Delicious-Lori Foster 2013-12-01 A Lori Foster book is like a glass of good champagne--sexy and sparkling. --Jayne Ann Krentz With a full moon hanging over the apple orchards of Delicious, Ohio, romance is in the air, and three couples are about to experience the magic of falling in love. Down on Jonathan Avenue, the shy proprietor of the quaint bookstore can't seem to keep her fantasies about a famous writer to herself. While at The Old Orchard Inn
the tempting smell of spiced hot cider lures an out-of-town investor to investigate the magnetic attraction of his sultry but strangely old-fashioned manager. And over at Apple of My Pie a play-by-the-rules accountant wants much more than tasty treats from the pop up food truck's capricious baker. Satisfaction is just a bite away.
Truth Or Dare-Lori Foster 2007-07
Unexpected-Lori Foster 2013-06-24 "Foster's pages sizzle." --Christine Feehan "Say YES! to Lori Foster." --Elizabeth Lowell Who's Protecting Who? Eli Conners expected hired mercenary Ray Vereker to be a tank of a guy with forty tattoos--not the feminine ideal with lethal combat skills. While Eli certainly needs Ray's help, the rest of him is thinking he might have something to offer her. . . Ray's as good as any man when it comes to storming enemy
compounds and loading an AK-47, but who could blame a girl for succumbing to mind-blowing temptation in the steamy jungle? But now it's back to business. If only Ray wasn't feeling hot, bothered, dizzy. . . Suddenly, Ray's precise, no-nonsense mission is veering wildly off course, derailed by raging hormones, out-of-control desire, and a delirious love that is completely unexpected. . . "Filled with Foster's trademark wit, humor, and sensuality." -Booklist
When Bruce Met Cyn-Lori Foster 2004-07-01 “A Lori Foster book is like a glass of good champagne—sexy and sparkling!” —Jayne Ann Krentz WHEN OPPOSITES ATTRACT . . . Bruce Kelly has spent most of his life helping people who are down on their luck, guiding them toward making better lives. He understands that everyone makes mistakes, even if he’s never actually done anything but color inside the lines. Nobody’s perfect, but Bruce is about to
meet a woman who’s perfect for him, even though she’s everything he’s not. He’s determined to show her he can be trusted. If that means being an absolute gentleman at all times, so be it. No matter how many cold showers it takes . . . JUST GET OUT OF THE WAY Cyn Potter is a survivor, with a sassy, gallows wit and a fierce independent streak to show for it. She’s used to men wanting only one thing, and she’s done with big bad wolves in sheep’s
clothing. But Bruce is different. Totally hands off. Sometimes she sees a hint of fire in his eyes, but he treats her with the respect she’s always wanted. Yet, truthfully, he’s a guy worth letting down a few defenses for . . . along with a few other things. Maybe somebody needs to help Bruce discover just how perfect being imperfect can be . . .
Jamie-Lori Foster 2013-03-19 From the New York Times bestselling author of The Somerset Girls. “Filled with Foster’s trademark wit, humor, and sensuality.”—Booklist It’s not that the woman in his arms is naked. It’s not that he’s carrying her up a mountain in a driving storm. What bothers Jamie is that the unconscious redhead is an intruder, someone who could bring him harm. He has his reasons for hiding out in this stark, secluded cabin; for
keeping his emotions under wraps; for never, ever getting too close to anyone. But before she passed out in his bed, she said her name was Faith—an appropriate name since he has to take her at her word. Who is she? Why is she here? Who sent her? And what is she doing to him? Jamie’s used to feelings of wariness, isolation, of being on guard. What he’s not used to is this dangerous, nearly uncontrollable new emotion raging through him like a man
on fire. With a bonus chapter included! Praise for Lori Foster “Foster writes smart, sexy, engaging characters.”—Christine Feehan “A Lori Foster book is like a glass of good champagne—sexy and sparkling!”—Jayne Ann Krentz “Lori Foster is a funny, steamy, guaranteed good read! Say YES! to Lori Foster.”—Elizabeth Lowell “Lori Foster writes about real people you’ll fall in love with.”—Stella Cameron “When it comes to delivering sexy and sensual
romance, author Lori Foster is in a class by herself.”—RT Book Reviews
Never Too Much-Lori Foster 2013-11-14 "Foster's pages sizzle." --Christine Feehan "Say YES! to Lori Foster." --Elizabeth Lowell One Chance At Forever Ben Badwin likes his women sexy, wild, and as uninhibited as his desires. Nothing like the brash, dirt-covered, wholesomely cute woman who just strutted into his diner. But something about Sierra Murphy's independent attitude makes Ben's fantasies run wild. . . Sierra doesn't need a man in her life,
not even one as tempting as Ben. But the more she keeps her distance, the more he wants her, and the harder it is for Sierra to steer clear of his teasing touches and his enticing eyes. To get him out of her system, Sierra makes a proposition: she'll sleep with him, but for one night only. Now, it's up to Ben to turn one night of pure ecstasy into a passion that never ends. . .
The Daughter of Jean Lafitte-J.R. Roberts
The Secret Life of Bryan-Lori Foster 2009-09-29 Bryan Kelly has a few rules. Rule #1: Women are for fun, not commitment. Rule #2: He’ll do anything for his twin brother, even switch places with him to find out who’s sabotaging his charity. But playing a really good guy isn’t easy around Shay Sommers. Which brings him to . . . Rule #3: If you can’t avoid temptation, succumb with abandon. Shay Sommers has always been a rule breaker. She may be a
society page icon, but she’ll go to any length to help the street girls served by her favorite charity. Even if it means impersonating one of them herself. The only problem is the gorgeous man who runs the safe house. “Preacher,” as he insists she call him, seems less like a shepherd and much more like a wolf . . . one with a hungry look that’s making Shay feel she might be his next dinner . . .
The Friends of Wild Bill Hickok-J.R. Roberts 2020-08-21 AN UNEXPECTED REUNION Pursued by five bad men looking to make a reputation by killing the Gunsmith, Clint Adams decides to lay low in Socorro, New Mexico. He's only just arrived when he bumps into Colorado Charlie Utter, who shares Clint's rare honor of being counted among the late Wild Bill Hickok's best friends. Hitting the trail to El Paso and Mexico, Clint hopes to shake Charlie out
of his lethargy—and guilt over Bill's murder. But Clint's pursuers are still after him and would like nothing better than to add the corpse of Wild Bill's best friend to their body count...
The Lawman's Oklahoma Sweetheart-Allie Pleiter 2014-06-03 Bound by a Secret When Katrine Brinkerhoff's cabin is attacked, only sheriff Clint Thornton's heroism saves her. She owes Clint her life—and her help catching the men responsible. All she has to do is trust in Clint's plan to protect her family. But she can't let herself care too deeply, not when her past carries secrets that would drive him away. Infiltrating the murderous gang is a dirty job,
yet Clint is determined to see it through. The brigands will face justice—and they will never harm Katrine again. Clint would give his life to keep the beautiful settler safe…but will he be willing to risk his heart? Bridegroom Brothers: True love awaits three siblings in the Oklahoma Land Rush
Marcy-Marlene Wise 2009-09 'Everyone who has signed the roster to go to Oregon or California has their own reasons and dreams for doing so. Let us hope that your dreams, reasons, and ambitions for this treacherous trip are worth the hardships and sufferings you'll go through to reach your destination. But let me be first to tell you that not all of you who start this weary pilgrimage will complete it.' These words from a wagon train leader begin the
long trek to a new land ripe with opportunity. For Marcy, the change is thrilling. A brave, spirited young pioneer, she feels prepared for all that might befall her family as they travel from Minnesota. But little does she comprehend the cost of such a trip. When Marcy's family changes course for California, they soon realize they've made a mistake that will separate them forever. Marcy must suddenly lay aside her grief and call upon all the survival skills
she has to get through the harsh winter and find a safe place to call home. Take an unforgettable journey with Marcy.
Bodyguard-Lori Foster 2009-11-01 Judd Sanders couldn't believe it when the beautiful, wide-eyed woman he rescued from some drunk hoodlums started poking her gorgeous little nose into his business. She was obviously a menace to herself—not to mention to his libido. Worse, she'd blow his cover. For little did Emily Cooper know that Judd was really a cop—whose cover left him a little too "uncovered" for his liking…. Regina Foxworth has no clue
why an unknown assailant is out to get a small-town reporter like her. Or why the police won't take her concerns seriously. So Regina gets a guard dog—make that a four-pound "guard" Chihuahua!—and signs up for self-defense classes. But defending herself is the last thing on her mind when sexy instructor Riley Moore has her pinned to the mat.
The Challenge-J.R. Roberts 2017-09-26 Clint Adams was used to having a reputation, but the rumors coming out of Denver weren't the sort he was used to. A woman was telling folks that she had found him to be less than a legend. In all his days, he had never known such a woman. So who was this gossiping girl? And why was she giving him a bad name? The Gunsmith had to find out, even if it killed him...
Clint Eastwood-Paul Smith 1993 This book is a large extent to show concern with the way such images have resonated in and with American culture and history during the last twenty or thirty years.Clint Eastwood and his films are in part because of their popularity and their significance role in this cultural discourse.
Heartbreakers-Lori Foster 2008-06-01 Treat Her Right Gorgeous, statuesque fitness expert Wynn Lane can't help but fall for her sexy neighbor, paramedic Zack Granger, and his adorable daughter. But brash, outspoken Wynn is not Zack's idea of mommy material, even though she's making daddy's libido do flip-flops. Still, the laws of attraction rule—and Wynn is a force of nature all her own! Mr. November Creating a beefcake calendar for charity,
Amanda Barker has found the perfect Mr. November, super-buff firefighter Josh Marshall. But the notorious ladies' man is a hard sell, and she's forced to negotiate with the only collateral he'll accept: a date with her! Josh knows where there's smoke, there's fire—but this could burn completely out of control.…
Caught!-Lori Foster 2008-10-01 Things are heating up between security expert Dillon Jones and the notorious Virginia Johnson! They're trying to find out who framed Dillon's brother for embezzlement. As they search for the truth, Dillon can't help but draw closer to feisty Virginia. His code of honor is barely keeping him in check…but leave it to a take-charge woman to take what she wants! After finding her—now former—fianc?n bed with another
woman, Sara Simmons decides that love and marriage just aren't for her. What she needs is a hot fling. Enter hunky next-door neighbor Gavin Blake. But Gavin is playing for keeps, and he's vowed to hold out for more than sex. Begging isn't Sara's style…but she will if he won't!
Armed-Davie J. Toothill 2013-03-01 There are only three rules on the Goldsworth Estate1. Don’t let your guard down: Shaniqua Curtis is murdered by a gang after a night out – only minutes from her front door.2. Don’t trust anybody: Her sister Aurora is left devastated by the murder, but she is unaware that even the people closest to her are keeping terrible secrets about that night.3. Don’t snitch: Troy Banks is the killer. Determined to get into a gang
and prove himself to his brothers he will stop at nothing to get what he wants... however the wall of silence on the estate is breaking. Shaniqua’s murder will tear apart friendships, test relationships and change lives forever. Davie J. Toothill is an exciting new voice in crime fiction. Armed is a novel with great cross-over appeal, from young adult upwards.
The Science of Death-J.R. Roberts 2018-01-04 The Gunsmith is asked to protect a scientist who is delivering a buckboard load of materials to his laboratory on an island off the coast of Galveston, Texas. More for something to do rather than the money he is promised, Clint agrees. Very quickly it becomes evident that some men are after the scientist, and his product. Clint discovers the scientist is working on something that is potentially very dangerous.
The scientist's heart is in the right place. He informs Clint that his invention will be a boon to mankind. But he doesn't realize how badly his invention can be misused. It’s a typical situation of something being created for good, but being used for evil. Finally, Clint has to work with the scientist and his lovely assistant to keep the men who are coming after him from killing the three of them, stealing his invention, and weaponizing it.
Standoff in Labyrinth by J.R. Roberts-J.R. Roberts 2020-08-19 In Labyrinth, Texas, Rick Hartman needs help and sends for Clint. When he arrives, he finds his friend in jail, charged with the murder of the woman he’d been sleeping with. Clint also finds that Labyrinth has begun to grow in his absence, adding a red light district that is now filled with competition for Rick’s Saloon. Certain his friend is not guilty of murder, Clint is convinced someone is
framing him in order to close down his saloon and gambling hall, thus getting rid of the biggest place in town. Clint has to deal with an ineffective lawman, a crooked judge, and a red light district filled with possible killers in order to prove his friend innocent before he can be tried, convicted and executed.
The Given Quest-Kelci Isley 2014-03-28 Kelly Marie Milton is a 16 year old girl with two best friends: Clint Anderson and Haley Roberts. In this enchanting Christian Fiction novel, they battle the strains of living life in rodeo as a teenager, and more importantly the challenges of temptation. Join Kelly as she struggles through temptation and fights to remember who God is making her, and see how she falls in her walk with God. What sins and mistakes
do these three make? Does Kelly fall so far from God that she cannot make her way back? Does Clint and Haley stick by her when tragedy strikes hard, leaving her both mentally and physically wounded?
Riding the Whirlwind -J.R. Roberts PAY UP OR DIE The town of Labyrinth is like home to Clint Adams when he's not on the trail. So, when the Castiglione gang grabs the property rights to most of the town and starts strong-arming its citizens, Clint decides it's time to clean house. Castiglione wants every mortgage-holder in Labyrinth to pay him all they owe right now, or there'll be hell to pay. Although his methods are from the "hired gun" school of
business, legally he's within his rights. But having a contract is one thing—enforcing it is another. And the Gunsmith is going to settle this one out of court—with iron and lead.
Next to Die-J.R. Roberts COLD AS DEATH Clint Adams is visiting Pennsylvania, the first time he's been so far north in many a year. Unfortunately, he chose the wintertime to do his traveling only to get lost in a blizzard where a posse mistakens him for a wanted killer named Jessup—a deranged murderer with no conscience and a passion to inflict pain. Once Clint identifies himself, the members of the posse welcome him into their fold, as their number
has been dwindling under Jessup's deadly sharpshooting skills. Now, the Gunsmith must find a way to turn a predator into prey before he finds himself the next target...
Ring of Fire-J.R. Roberts BEAT-UP AND BROKE Sprawled out in the dirt in front of the Second Chance Saloon, Wilbur Johanssen is just about the saddest excuse for a man Clint Adams has seen in a long time. But that doesn't give anyone the right to take the man's wedding ring as "interest" on a debt he's trying to pay. If it weren't for hard luck, Wilbur wouldn't have any luck at all, except for a good wife standing behind him—and now, the Gunsmith on
his side...
The Harper Twins-R.C. Wynne 2021-06-13 The steamy romance series, TheHarper Twins, are now all in one place!!! A set of twins who set their gazes on the same man, two men who set their sights on the twins, and a rivalry that threatens to undo them. Aimee and Karla know their rules for life keep them safe, but suddenly they come across the men who make breaking the rules well worth it. This book was originally published under Robbie Cox.
Search keywords: roommate romance, friends to lovers, threesomes, opposites attract, female protagonist, novel, romance ebook, love, ménage, second chance romance with sex, new adult romance, holidays, Christmas, holiday romance, bdsm, dominance, submission, series, steamy romance, torn between lovers romance books for adults, why choose romance, second chance romance, small town romance, strong female lead, menage, florida, beach
romance, box set, bundle, complete series,
Farewell Mountain-J.R. Roberts STROKE OF BAD LUCK Winning just isn't in Clint Adams's cards when he's forced to fold in a high-stakes poker game. But he's more concerned about the well-being of Jebediah Cobbler, who hit the jackpot—including the deed to a mining claim on Farewell Mountain—and earned the enmity of some sore losers. Now, Jeb's gone missing—and so has the gambler who originally owned the claim—leaving the Gunsmith no
choice but to track them both through the infamous mountain range, reputed to be haunted by the souls of those who trekked there and never returned...
Empty Hand -J.R. Roberts EAST MEETS WEST Riding toward California along the Oregon Trail, Clint Adams comes across a posse of self-appointed bounty hunters. Their prey: a lone Indian warrior. Clint knows bad odds when he sees them and joins in the fray...on the side of the Indian. Motega is unlike any man Clint has ever met. The proud warrior possesses the spirit of his people and the deadly art of karate from his Chinese master—a man now
indentured to a crooked businessman with a passel of killers on his payroll. It's up to Clint and Motega to spring the Easterner—before the West explodes in bullets and blood.
Pay Dirt by-J.R. Roberts MYSTERY OF THE MONEY After discovering an extra thousand dollars in his bank account, Clint Adams receives instructions to go to the one-horse town of Bended Knee, Arkansas. Upon arrival, he discovers that various members of the Cahill clan run most of the businesses. The patriarch of the family was a career outlaw who supposedly buried his loot in town—but the Cahills have been unable to find it. Clint's suspicions
deepen when Bat Masterson and Luke Short arrive—each also a thousand dollars richer—followed by a stranger on a gray horse. It is this man who summoned the Gunsmith and his friends to town, and with the Cahills' help, he's going to provoke a showdown with three of the most famous gunmen in the West...
What Do I Read Next?-Neil Barron 2005-10-21 Provides synopses for over 1,500 titles of current popular fiction and recommends other books by such criteria as authors, characters portrayed, time period, geographical setting, or genre
Being Invisible-E.M Louder 2014 "How will you ever meet new people or god forbid fall in love if you don't let people in?" The wise words of Misha's best friend, the one and only person she has in her life. Misha an uncaring, unfeeling and hard-hearted 20year old University student believes herself to be invisible. Nobody likes her or talks to her, her social status in non-existent as well as her love life. However unbeknown to Misha there is one
exception to her invisible state and her tough and unbreakable attitude, Jake Nash. Jake Nash a sexy party-going, womanising, emotionally inept football jock, transfers to Misha's University to give himself a fresh new start in life. Although there is sexual attraction on Misha's part she knows Jake's reputation and his bad boy ways. She will never allow herself to be sucked into his good looks and easy going attitude, she knows the real Jake Nash. Or
does she? What happens when their pasts meet their present? Can Misha and Jake build a relationship when they are both stubborn and hard-headed? Can Misha finally let the walls around her heart break away and allow someone else into her life? Note: This book is recommended for adult readers, it contains graphic language and sexual situations.
Love and Money-Noel Clad 1959 Alsatian immigrant marries an American girl and becomes a successful businessman, in the years between 1917 and 1950.
Wild Bull-J.R. Roberts 2017-09-11 Wild Bull Hanson has some reputation. Folks say he's killed over twenty men, including Clint's old friend. Wild Bill Hickok. Strangely, Clint and Bull have never crossed paths. Now a writer wants Clint to help him find Hanson to get his story. Clint is willing to oblige—but for his own reason. The Gunsmith wants to know if the so-called legend lives up to his name—or if his reputation's more bull than wild...
Hector's Juice-Peter White 2011-01-08 This is a great American novel. However, the story of Hector's Juice starts long before America was a country. In fact it starts long before any history was written about anything. It starts at the very beginning of time and fast forwards to evolution and the beginnings of mankind. But evolution also has a spiritual side and that's where Spencer the very first guardian angel comes in. He will take you from the
beginnings of man in the Great Rift Valley of Africa to the lime colored gas chamber of San Quentin State Penitentiary in California. From the beginnings of surfing (not in Hawaii) to the gunfight at the OK Corral this is a great American novel that is neither restricted to time or space.
Wild Bill's Ghost-J. R. Roberts 1985 Clint Adams, the Gunsmith, travels south to Mexico to investigate rumors that his best friend, Wild Bill Hickok, is still alive
The Borton Family Gang-J. R. Roberts 1999 When Gunsmith Clint Adams comes to the aid of three lovely ladies alone on a wilderness trail, he finds himself up against the Bortons, a gang of ruthless bank robbers out to even the score. Original.
Bayou Ghosts -J.R. Roberts SWAMP THINGS A hankerin' for gumbo sends Clint Adams deep into the bayous of Louisiana in search of his Cajun compadre Joseph Terray. But the only thing cooking in the town of Byers is a spooky story. Seems Terray was killed—and his body stolen—by a priest-killer and his ghostly posse. Now the Gunsmith knows that dead men don't bleed—and he aims to prove it with some red-hot lead. But a little backup never hurt
anyone. That's why he's heading into the boot-sucking swamps with a voodoo priestess whose body alone could raise the dead....
Courageous Hearts-Donna Hill 2005 Contains three complete novels--Temptation, in which a widow secretly longs for her late husband's business partner; Scandalous, in which a Virginia assemblywoman finds her campaign threatened by her past and her attraction to her opponent; and Deception, in which an independent woman meets her match in a ruthless businessman. Original. 30,000 first printing.
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